DISCLAIMER & PRODUCT USE RESTRICTIONS IN AREAS COVERED BY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT (SCAQMD)

Because of VOC regulations made effective July 1, 2006, not all products manufactured by Polycoat Products are available for sale and use in the cities and areas covered by SCAQMD jurisdiction.

The following replacement products have been specially formulated to meet the above VOC limits for SCAQMD areas:

- Polyprime 2180SC in place of Polyprime 2180
- PC-220SC in place of PC-220
- PC-440SC in place of PC-440
- Polyglaze 100SC in place of Polyglaze 100 & 100C
- Polyglaze 400SC in place of Polyglaze 400 & 400C
- Polyglaze 400SC-FR in place of Polyglaze 400-FR & 400C-FR
- Polyglaze AL-50SC in place of Polyglaze AL-50
- Polyglaze AR-OF in place of Polyglaze AR
- Poly-I-Gard® 246SC in place of Poly-I-Gard® 246

VOC COMPLIANCE NOTIFICATION

POLYCOAT PRODUCTS MANUFACTURES PRODUCTS THAT COMPLY WITH DIFFERENT FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL VOC RULES AND REGULATIONS RANGING FROM 100 TO 340 GMS/LITER VOC. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE USER TO ENSURE THAT THEY ARE USING THE CORRECT PRODUCT THAT COMPLIES WITH VOC REGULATIONS AT THE PLACE OF INSTALLATION. POLYCOAT PRODUCTS ASSUME NO LIABILITIES OF ANY KIND IF THE USER FAILS TO USE THE CORRECT PRODUCT GRADE REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH THE JOB SITE VOC REGULATIONS.
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